Know your regents

Administration drops bomb

"If you start a fee increase now, you'll have the same thing you have at the University of California where they increase fees every year."

--Carl Walrus

The fee increase basketball exploded yesterday morning, and the student leadership was caught off guard by the explosion.

During discussions of allocating the budget for the state institutions of higher education, the Board of Regents' subcommittee on financial administration directed attention to raise University of Idaho and state tuition $1 a semester. The fee increase was proposed by the legislative committee and Board Trustee Mr. A. Fransen was announced. After that meeting, University President Carl Wulfrsen commented, "This is the first time I have seen the figures."

President Ernest Hartung said that the figures leaked by the legislature were $200,000 before the student body voted to continue proper operation. The alternative, Hartung said, would be "that the University would go under or run out of operating income."

Hartung's proposal

The proposed Hartung's fee would have made it $13,000 through the mid-state increase, which would make Idaho state tuition $10 a semester. Another $20,000 would come out of the operating budget of the Auxiliary Enterprises, which include non-academic areas such as athletics and housing, and an additional $14,000 through the fee increase. The remainder was to come out of the $40,000 allocated the Board of Education as a Constitutional fund.

The other three schools, BSC, BCC and Lewis Clark State College, made their accumulations for fees from the bond. C. E. requested $20,000.

Dr. William Davis asked for $10,000 for last year's budget. Hartung and Veterans Affairs programs and by J. E. Barbour reported $10,000 for 11 new positions to be added.

The institutional president jointly added that the load be spent at the present rate. The load was $2,000 for basic load of $3,000. As Barnes concluded, "the need to know more."

Excess for Idaho

Hartung suggested that the excess in the final report come out of the Idaho portion. The bond expected that the president's get together informally and negotiate among themselves.

It is a reason to allow the redistribution of the Constitutional fund. Hartung reported that his recommendation was to raise State $10,000. Idaho $71,000. Lewis Clark $12,000.

After the meeting Hartung explained where the remaining money out of the Constitutional fund would be absorbed. "What we're going to do is take $71,000 out plant capital and the remaining $14,000 we let fall elsewhere."

The increase in board rates in the dormitory system would make an a.

(continued on page 4)

French House postponed

"I am extremely sorry to have to inform you that the French House has been indefinitely postponed by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures."

The move of the library containing several foreign languages majors and beginning students who have been chosen as the library's eight-months library aid to the French House. People who have been chosen as the library's eight-months library aid to the French House.

"I am extremely sorry to have to inform you that the French House has been indefinitely postponed by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures."

The move of the library containing several foreign languages majors and beginning students who have been chosen as the library's eight-months library aid to the French House.

"I am extremely sorry to have to inform you that the French House has been indefinitely postponed by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures."

-Abbe Rose

Sour:

Press and news of people were dis- covered Tuesday by the students. The news story was published in the Idaho Statesman under the headline "Students, faculty and administrators have no idea on the issue." This article was published on page 2, read if you feel it necessary to continue housing.

Salty:

The second in a series of interviews with Mr. Frederick C. Childress, president of the Associated Students of the Idaho State College, can be seen on page 3. The next in a series of interviews with Mr. Frederick C. Childress, president of the Associated Students of the Idaho State College, can be seen on page 3.

The general student reactions to the fee increase proposal were discussed on page 5. Student leaders asked why the students and faculty felt they did.

Sour:

Guest speaker for the Women's Co-op Ball was Miss Wilson, who spoke on "Feminism or Religion." The message was delivered in a humorous manner.
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**The Continuing Drug Scene**

Dave Warnick

Rambling on

Paying for promises

Viewpoints

Student questions authority

Businessman reports theft

The editor

I received a most disturbing letter from the student organization of the Western Idaho College, which has come out in support of student drug use. The letter contains a number of statements that are inaccurate and misleading.

I initially thought the letter was from the Idaho Associated Press Editors (IAPE), a group of student editors from various Idaho newspapers. However, upon further investigation, I found that the letter was actually from the Idaho College of Applied Arts (ICAA), a nonprofit organization that supports student drug use.

The letter contains several inaccuracies. For instance, it states that the ICAA supports student drug use because it is a "rightful" use of one's body. This is not accurate. The ICAA supports student drug use because it believes that drug use is a form of self-expression and that students should be allowed to make their own decisions about what they do with their bodies.

Another inaccurate statement in the letter is that the ICAA supports student drug use because it is a "natural" thing for students to do. This is not accurate. The ICAA supports student drug use because it believes that students should be allowed to make their own decisions about what they do with their bodies, not because drug use is natural.

I strongly disagree with the ICAA's position on student drug use. I believe that drug use is not a natural or healthy thing to do, and that students should be encouraged to avoid drug use.

Response to the ICAA letter:

We support the ICAA's right to express its views, but we believe that its position on student drug use is not accurate or in the best interest of students. As such, we are working to educate students about the dangers of drug use and to encourage them to avoid it.

Businessman reports theft

The businessman reported that his car was stolen from the parking lot of the Western Idaho College. He said that he had parked his car in the lot earlier that day and that he did not remember locking it.

The businessman did not provide any information about the make, model, or color of his car. He also did not provide any information about the license plate number.

Response to the businessman's report:

We are working to locate the businessman's car. We have interviewed witnesses and reviewed surveillance footage from the parking lot. We are working closely with the college's security staff to identify the person or people responsible for the theft.

Loren Horsell

Wesvings

Loren Horsell

Loren Horsell, the President of the Western Idaho College, has announced that he will not seek re-election to the position.

Loren Horsell, who has been President of the college for the past five years, said in a statement that he has decided not to seek re-election because he wants to "spend more time with his family and pursue other interests." He also said that he is proud of the work that has been done during his tenure as President, and that he is looking forward to seeing the college continue to grow and thrive.

Horsell, who is a former state senator, took over as President of the college in 2012. During his tenure, the college has implemented a number of changes, including a new academic calendar, a new student center, and a new athletic program.

Loren Horsell's decision not to seek re-election is likely to spark a race for the position, as there are several candidates who are interested in running for President of the college.

One candidate who is expected to run is the current Vice President of the college, Linda Anderson. Anderson has been with the college for more than 20 years and has held several key positions, including Director of the Career Services Center and Director of the Office of Student Affairs.

Other candidates who are expected to run include the current Director of the Western Idaho College Foundation, Dr. John Johnson, and the current Director of the Western Idaho College Alumni Association, Dr. Paul Sanders.

The college's Board of Trustees is expected to announce its decision on the search for a new President within the next few weeks.
Athletic Referendum's validity questioned

Wilma Heide: Feminism is central to humanism

Wilma Heide, 27, Ph.D., English, has little patience when it comes to the idea that women may not be ready for the system of feminism. She justf
d to say the fact that women are not defined as people.

"Women want us to say that one of the most important things women's groups have not yet achieved is the fact that women haven't really done any. "We don't want to hear that they can't do it," she said. "We have got to learn to overcome these obstacles and be more than just what they see themselves as." Women are central in humanism.

Classes offered

The University Citys Dickinson Education Program is planned to develop the spirit of civic engagement and to develop the skills necessary for working in a democratic society. The program is designed to provide information and awareness to the community, to help the student understand that human rights are not just for the rich or the powerful, but for everyone. The program is designed to help women to understand their role in the area to prepare them to be leaders in the community. The program will also address the need for new leadership in the area to prepare them to be leaders in the community.
Students, faculty debate need for tenue in Idaho

By KENTON BIRD
Argus Leader Writer

After a pep rally in the quad on Tuesday, the State Board of Education approved an opinion asking the General Assembly to pass a tenure bill for educators.

The board was asked to send an opinion because of the recent public concern about the issue of tenure. The opinion was approved by a 7-1 vote.

In his report, Board Chairman Robert C. Bailey stated that he was concerned about the recent public debate over tenure. Bailey said that he had received a number of letters and phone calls from people expressing their views on the issue.

"I am concerned about the recent public debate over tenure," Bailey said. "I have received a number of letters and phone calls from people expressing their views on the issue. I believe that it is important to have a fair and open debate on this issue."

The board's opinion noted that tenure is a long-standing practice in the education profession, and that it has been in place for many years.

"Tenure is a long-standing practice in the education profession," Board Member Richard H. Brown said. "It has been in place for many years. It provides a level of stability for educators and helps to attract and retain high-quality teachers."

The opinion also noted that tenure is a constitutional right, and that it is protected by the First Amendment. It also noted that tenure is an important part of the democratic process, as it allows educators to voice their opinions on important issues.

"Tenure is a constitutional right," Board Member James M. Smith said. "It is protected by the First Amendment. It is also an important part of the democratic process, as it allows educators to voice their opinions on important issues."

The board's opinion urged the General Assembly to consider passing a tenure bill, and to do so in a fair and open manner.

"I urge the General Assembly to consider passing a tenure bill," Board Member John H. Johnson said. "It should be done in a fair and open manner."

The opinion was approved without a vote, and was sent to the General Assembly in 1978. It is not clear whether the General Assembly will act on the opinion in 1978.

"We will need to see what happens in the General Assembly," Bailey said. "It is not clear whether they will act on the opinion."

The board's opinion was signed by all seven board members.

"I believe that it is important to have a fair and open debate on this issue," Bailey said. "I have received a number of letters and phone calls from people expressing their views on the issue. I believe that it is important to have a fair and open debate on this issue."

The opinion was signed by all seven board members.
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Carter describes where tuition goes

Editor's Note: The following is the second part of the Angora's interview with Carter Stuart, the president of Plateau Affairs.

Angora: Last month we did an interview with Professor Walter, so we'd like to do another interview with another student. Would you give us a little bit of background on yourself? Carter: I'm Carter Stuart, a junior in history. I'm from Boise, Idaho. I've been a member of the student government and I'm a member of the Planning Outdoor Club, which takes me to a lot of interesting places where people aren't paying possible their tuition.

Angora: Well, we'd like to know how much of the money you spend on the financing problems of the athletic department is different from a different institution. Do you feel that we know how financing the athletic department is different from the different institution? Carter: I believe we do. Our college is not a national institution. The larger and the more extensive the college, the more the athletic department is different from the different institution. The larger the college, and the more extensive the college, the more the athletic department is different from the different institution. The larger the college, and the more extensive the college, the more the athletic department is different from the different institution.

Angora: What is a typical day like at your college? Carter: A typical day begins at 8 a.m., when students attend classes. Classes usually last until 12:30 p.m., with a one-hour lunch break. After lunch, students attend their second set of classes, which usually end around 3 p.m. Students then have several hours of free time before their final class of the day, which typically begins at 4 p.m. and ends around 5:30 p.m. After class, students often spend time studying, participating in extracurricular activities, or socializing with friends. The day concludes with a dinner, and students often return to their dormitories or residence halls to relax before going to bed.

Angora: How much of the student body has been involved in the annual athletic activities like baseball or football? Carter: All this year, $31.95 per semester of the student fee of $25 is charged to participating on teams, both in the National Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (NCAA) and the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). The organization is comprised of over 10,000 student-athletes in 2,100 member institutions. The organization promotes the values of health, athletics, and academic excellence for its student-athletes.

The Argonaut Inquisition

I am a resident of the Wallace Community and I want to know what the student body has been involved in the annual athletic activities like baseball or football. I think it's important to recognize the contributions of the student-athletes in the community. The organization promotes the values of health, athletics, and academic excellence for its student-athletes.
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Blood

Triathlon will be presented to the triathletes by a new triathlon game. The event will be held during the weekend of the month, according to Sally Stagg, triathlete.

With the “Blood” in the picture, the drive will be the UCC April 21st.

Last year’s turnover collected 597 nights of blood — more than twice the supply required. According to Linda Price, chairwoman of the UCC, the turnover was due to the need for blood for the medical center.

The drive will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Union Center. Blood drives are held to support the American Red Cross, which has been facing a critical blood shortage.

LRAK SKRAM AZZIP

Featuring: Piazza Nightly

Backed Up by Swamp Radio

Bud and Coors on Duty

Fast & Free Delivery

882-7080

GO NAVY

Be Something Special

Saturday Night April 7th

COFFEE HOUSE

Sub Dinner

Featuring: Hog Haven String Band

Jeffensen Gary Schrader

SUB Game Room & SELLER Game Room (Wallace Complex) Open House April 13, 14 & 15 — Parents Weekend Door Prizes (4 Per Day At Each Game Room) SPECIAL EVENTS * Friday, April 13 

SUB Game Room Every 13th Bowler or Rod Player FREE !!!!!!!!!!

Saturday, April 14

SUB Game Room Moonlight Bowling All Legs Except Those Over Pins Will Be Turned Out. Starting at 10 p.m.

SPECIAL EVENTS * Sunday, April 15

SUB Game Room Tournaments — Entry Fees $2.00 per participant Doubles Tournament for Both Men and Women Ping Pong Tournament — Entry Fee $1.00 Both begin at 3 p.m.

Foosball 1st $20.00

2nd $10.00

3rd $10.00

4th $ 5.00

Ping Pong 1st $12.00

2nd $ 10.00

3rd $ 10.00

4th $ 5.00

All Prizes Will Be In The Form Of Gift Certificates